Cocooning: The Great Outdoors

The elegant Fay Day Bed is one of Sunset Patio’s eight outdoor furniture styles.

Outside the Box
Bringing the great indoors to the patio is what Spring is about. Which brings us to
Sunset Patios. Unable to ﬁnd outdoor furniture that suited their own needs, Nancy and

Sohail Djariri decided to design their own. The result: eight styles of outdoor furniture so elegant it
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could easily work in the great indoors as well as out.

The Sunset Patio story begins several years ago, when the
Djariris built their dream home and put “a ton” of money into
their pool and landscaping. When the parties started, the Djariris
noticed that guests weren’t comfortable on the outdoor furniture
they had selected. After fishing the lightweight furniture out of
the pool several times after high winds, the search for perfect
outdoor furniture began. Our interview begins there:
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What did you ﬁnd in the patio furniture market?
We were unimpressed with the quality, selection, and price. But
for the amount of money it was going to cost us, the furniture did
not have the “Wow” factor we were looking for. I asked Nancy
to come up with some designs and we then went and found the
suppliers locally to make our furniture. The rest is history. We
started making our own furniture and as more and more clients
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were looking for a customized look without paying a ridiculous
price. We came up with great color schemes with fabrics that
included bringing contrast with accent pillows, umbrellas and
accessories. We also came up with great powder coating colors that
made our furniture very elegant. Basically the ability to customize
fabrics, finishes, and pick from some outstanding designs really
took off with our clients.
What are the challenges in a company like this?
All of our clients are looking for a custom look and our goal
is to provide this without paying
retail prices. Our clients are
basically buying direct from the
manufacturer and once we took
control and brought all of the supply
chain in house it made it much
easier for us to make changes and
control the quality of our furniture.
We have grown very rapidly and
our customer service reputation is
extremely important to us. Nancy
and I have personally delivered
furniture on Thanksgiving day two
years in a row!
What are the features that make
your furniture durable?
Quality is paramount in
everything we carry. We use the
finest fabrics that include Sunbrella
and outdoor fabrics that all come with a 3 year warranty against
fading. This fabric is a breathable fabric that allows it to get wet
and drain out the bottom of the cushions quickly so there is no
mold or mildew in our outdoor cushions. Underneath the fabric
the outdoor cushions we use have a Dacron wrap that preserves
the integrity of the cushion and withstands from weathering. The
frames are also critical to our quality. We are very detailed oriented
and all of our frames are hand made by our local craftsman that
pay fine attention to detail. Once the frames are complete we work
with powder coaters who make sure that our furniture is resistant
to fading.
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What are the signature aspects of your furniture?
What makes Sunset Patio different is our quality, designs,
customization, and consultations that we provide to our clients.
There are others in the valley that have wrought iron furniture
but the designs that we came up with take more time to build
than traditional block furniture. The customization aspect means
that our sales take longer and the at home consultations that
Nancy provides to clients that need additional assistance at no
charge is a real big selling point. Many of our clients love Nancy’s
taste and style and we receive so many compliments about our
showroom but many of our clients
want to get a sense of how to set
up their outdoor resort style look
for their backyards. The time that
Nancy and our staff spend with
our customers is a true value
differentiator with our clients.
What are Sunset Patio’s long
term goals?
We want to be the outdoor resort
style living leader in the valley. We
want to provide furniture of various
sizes and materials (wrought iron,
teak, poly rattan, and coming soon
aluminum!) To meet all of our
clients needs and we want to make
sure we help complete the outdoor
resort style living look with our
unique accessories. This year we
are also focusing on hotels, resorts, golf course, country clubs
and restaurants. We believe there is a tremendous opportunity to
give these businesses a custom outdoor look and still allow them
to buy direct from a reputable manufacturer that is focused on
quality and customer service.
Owned and operated by Nancy and Sohail Djariri, Sunset
Patio’s 5200 square foot showroom, located at Zocalla Plaza,
15425 N. Scottsdale Road, is the result of the couple’s own search
for perfect patio furniture.
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